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Dear Members,

We now have 2800 plus members! Wow what else can I ask for! This issue is  a little late, it is 
winter time in Sydney and I have a lot of work to do before the summer diving plan begins 
again. So, sorry to the members who have been waiting to see this issue.

It looks like we will have a top 10 photos each month for both categories from now on. We 
have had lots of fantastic and beautiful photos posted from both categories and some have 
even got a hundred likes within a day. I would like to congratulate all photographers who 
appear in this issue and thank you for supplying additional details.

The “Spotlight UW Macro Photographer” this month, features Amedeo Altomare who is our 
first in the compact category. His work with a compact camera always gets attention in our 
group, and last month he was on our cover.

After great feedback for the compact camera series, “Focus on Compact Cameras part…1-3 
articles, Henry Jager wrote part 4 on a flight to his diving holiday in Bali. Part 4 Composition 
is a very important part for UW Macro Photographers, not just for compact but for everyone. 

After the Gobies article in Issue 4 we had fantastic feedback, our multi award winning 
photographer Mark Fuller is back to tell us about “Blennies” photo tips this time. His tips and 
photos will blow you away and will help you to understand how to get similar results.

Macro Diving Trips this  issue features 2 great macro destinations from Gianni Cicalese “A 
quiet oasis of biodiversity in Bunaken Island, Indonesia” and Alistair Merrifield “UWMP Macro 
diving trip in Anilao, Philippines” plus our members photos on this trip. Thank you to those 
who came to dive with us and supplied photos and details, great diving with you guys. If you 
have some questions or want to know more details, you can ask Gianni or Alistair direct. 

This  month’s survey was a very important question and we had a great response from our 
members. The question was “What is Your Main Underwater Camera?” You will be surprised 
how the technology is  changing and making our members able to afford the equipment these 
days. Chris Spence has provided useful results  and done a terrific job with the article, 
summary and chart as usual. Please always don’t forget to vote or comment on the surveys, 
it will help other members from your experience and is always important for our group too. 

I would also like to thank Amedeo Altomare for a great portfolio from his compact camera, 
Henry Jager for his  latest article and commitment even on the way to his  holiday just to help 
our newbies to improve their photos, Mark Fuller for fantastic tips  and photos, Gianni 
Cicalese and Alistair Merrifield for great macro diving holiday reports and fantastic photos, 
Graziella Garri for helping me with the list of the medals and Chris  Spence for admin work 
and survey question and article. Great work everyone, appreciate that :-)



JULY - Top 10 DSLR Photos
(in no particular order)
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Salvatore Lanniello

Suzan Meldonian  

Montse Grillo

Beth Watson

Gianni Cicalese

Marcello Di Francesco

Sherry Hsu

Michiki Omori

José María Abad Pietro Cremone

© Marcello Di Francesco

© Salvatore Lanniello
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Suzan Meldonian  (USA)

Title :    Blowing Raspberries !

Critters name :      Flamboyant Cuttlefish 
                             (Metasepia pfefferi)

Location taken :     Secret Bay, Anilao, Philippines

Personal Website :   www.niteflightphoto.com

Camera and Lens :    Nikon D 200 and Nikon 105 mm

Housing and Strobes :   Sea&Sea and 2 x INON Z220

Additional equipment add on:   Focus Light Sola 500

Camera Setting :    F25, 1/160 sec, ISO 160

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

This was a lucky moment, when the cuttlefish decided it was fascinated by me. There were a family of three, and this was the baby bear of the group.

I did not know they were toxic. I’ve never seen them before, so was unfamiliar with their habits.  It was doing a funny galloping thing towards me, then took off into 
the water, then came back to inspect my camera-but it was looking straight at me-over the lens.  I live for moments like this, when you know the animal is yours, 
and you get that chance for a one-on-one opportunity. I have seen images of them before, but wanted to get really up close and capture his face.  I was fortunate 
that no one else was around, which kept the particulate matter at minimum. I wanted a more colourful background, so I shot upwards. Upwards gives you blue, 
level gives you a median background, and a down shot, is going to have a darker background. It was a challenge with him moving and I put my elbow in the sand 
and used my right hand as a tripod and hoped the animal would come straight back to me. He did!

I spent more than 40 minutes with this animal waiting for the moment and trying to pull focus accurately.

 I flooded my mask several times smiling and giggling at how silly this little guy was acting. I had no idea that they aren’t usually seen swimming.
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Montse Grillo (Spain)

Title :    Birth

Critters name :      Seahorse

Location taken :     Canary Islands,Tenerife, Spain 

Camera and Lens :    Canon 7D and Canon 60mm Macro

Housing and Strobes :   Subal and 2 x Sea&Sea 250 Pro

Camera Setting :    F22, 1/160 sec, ISO 100

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

This  shot doesn’t have any special technical tips. Just a little bit of luck, tonnes of patience 
observing the seahorse and its movements and carry with the correct lens.

However, the most important part of this shot is  getting the negative space to increase the 
presence of the seahorse and its dears, for this  I have used black background tech. The 
first step is to increase your shutter speed and use a narrow aperture to minimise the 
amount of light reaching the sensor. You will notice that if you don't use strobes  at these 
settings, the entire image will be black. If there is only open water behind the subject, then 
when your strobes fire they will light the subject and the open water will be so 
underexposed it will be black, creating the black background. Using a fast shutter speed 
and small aperture are more important if you are dealing with brighter ambient light. 
However, don't forget the most important thing, minimising what is  behind your subject, and 
maximising the ratio of (subject to background distance) / (subject to strobe distance).

TO SUM UP FOR BLACK BACKGROUND TECH:

Use as fast a shutter speed as  possible, which is your strobe sync speed, around 
1/200sec - 1/250sec on a dSLR, much faster on a compact, I suggest using 1/500sec.

Use a small aperture. A combination of a fast shutter speed and a small aperture will block 
out any ambient light

Of course, good use of negative space implies that the subject is an area in which negative 
space can be utilised properly. In this case, the colour of the seahorse and the moment I 
was trying to catch was indispensable the using of this technique.

Issue 7  -  2012 
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Beth Watson (USA)

Title :    The Stare-Down

Critters name :      Yellowline Arrow Crab
                              (Stenorhynchus seticornis)

Location taken :     Bonaire, Antilles

Personal Website :   www.bethwatsonimages.com

Camera and Lens :    Canon 5D MK II and Canon 
                                  100mm 2.8L Macro

Housing and Strobes :   Ikelite and 2 x Ikelite DS 125

Dioptre :   Subsee +10 diopter

Additional equipment add on:   Focus Light Sola 500

Camera Setting :    F32, 1/100 sec, ISO 100 

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

The Yellowline Arrow Crab (Stenorhynchus seticornis) is quite common in the Caribbean Sea. I was fortunate that this crab was in a great 
position allowing me to capture it with a black background. Avoiding a distracting background is usually a challenge with this subject. With a 
diopter, I was able to focus on the eyes and blur the rest of the photo.  

Issue 7  -  2012 
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Gianni Cicalese (Italy)

Title :    Harlequin & Son

Critters name :      Harlequin shrimp 
                             (Hymenocera picta)

Location taken :     Tulamben - Bali, Indonesia

Personal Website :   www.giannicicalese.it

Camera and Lens :    Canon 7D and Canon 
                                  100mm 2.8L Macro

Housing and Strobes :   Nauticam and 2 x INON Z240

Camera Setting :    F16, 1/200 sec, ISO 100

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

I said to my guide (Nengah Darmada) I wanted to photograph a Harlequin shrimp and I would have done the entire dive for this.

I explained that I needed to clean the scene from disturbing elements and make several clicks for a better shot, I didn't think that I 
would have been satisfied so well by portraying a mother with her son, I think in the first shots I had not seen the juvenile harlequin, 
great guides help you get great pictures, thank you Nengah.

Issue 7  -  2012 
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Marcello Di Francesco (Italy)

Title :    Triplet

Critters name :      Bigfin Reef Squid

Location taken :     Ambon, Indonesia

Personal Website :   www.marcellodifrancesco.com

Camera and Lens :    Canon 500D and Canon 
                                   60mm Macro

Housing and Strobes :   Nimar and 2 x INON Z240

Additional equipment add on:   Focus Light INON LE250

Camera Setting :    F14, 1/125 sec, ISO 100 (single shot)

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

The reef squid are always one of my favourite subjects to photograph at night, the skin of these shellfish contain chromatophores with granules of different 
colours (red, orange, brown, yellow) with which changes colour to blend it and they are stimulated by lights of our flashguns.

In this shot I was very lucky to put three of them in a row in the same frame; No particular advice to give for this kind shot, important to know is that squid 
are attracted by light, so it is important to have good light to identify and attract them ... (I usually turn on the two pointing lights of my two INON Z240) and it 
is essential to have a good focus light that will allow you to focus on these beautiful subjects that emerge from the dark of the night (without it would be 
impossible)

I took some test shots to adjust the exposure (flash positioned to the side of the lens and adjusted manually) fortunately the three squid were not scared ... 
and they gave me the chance to line up behind them, able to focus on the subject in the centre and shoot!

Issue 7  -  2012 

© Marcello Di Francesco
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Sherry Hsu (Taiwan)

Title :    Dance with Fire

Critters name :      Decorated Dartfish

Location taken :   Tokashiki Island, Okinawa, Japan

Personal Website :   facebook.com/sherry.hsu.169

Camera and Lens :    Nikon D7000 and 
                                   Nikkor 105mm VR Micro

Housing and Strobes :   Anthis Nexus and 
                                      2 x INON Z240

Camera Setting :    F5.6, 1/250 sec, ISO 100 

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

This is a very shy critter. When I first saw her with a group she hid right away. I waited for about 5 minutes then she finally came out. It 
was at 22M so we can not stay long. I tried a slow approach and used big aperture to isolate her with the background. The background 
soft corals with beautiful purple red colours bokeh just like fire. Don't you think she is dancing with fire?

Issue 7  -  2012 
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Michiki Omori (Japan)

Title :    Wish

Critters name :      Dinah's goby (Lubricogobius Dinah)

Location taken :   Okinawa, Japan

Personal Website :   http://michiki.exblog.jp

Camera and Lens :    Canon 7D and Canon 
                                  100mm 2.8L Macro 

Housing and Strobes :   Anthis Nexus and 
                                      2 x INON Z240

Camera Setting :    F5.6, 1/125 sec, ISO 200 

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo :  

This goby has lived in the jar.I must not take actions when they encounter. If you wait until there is no 
warning of their heart, show us the shape of daily life in front of me. With wariness and they can not be 
observed only appearance of the back of the jar remains recessed.

I think it's important for a few minutes of their vigilance until there are no.

Issue 7  -  2012 
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José María Abad (Spain)

Title :    X-Ray Photography

Critters name :      Indopacific Shrimp

Location taken :   Bangka Island, North Sulawesi, 
                            Indonesia

Personal Website :   www.fotomarina.com

Camera and Lens :    Nikon D200 and 
                                  Sigma 105 mms macro lens

Housing and Strobes :   Sea&Sea and 2 x INON Z240

Camera Setting :    F22, 1/125 sec, ISO 100 

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo :  

Always I have liked the macro photography, but of all the possible species, I like the nudibranch and especially the shrimps. 

The shrimps with his special size and characteristics are a special challenge, so to extract photos of them without over exposure and to achieve that his 
structures are seen it is difficult. 

There are two points to bear in mind for this type of photography, patience and placement of the strobes to obtain relief in the photo. 

In this case the photography this seizure with two strobes that of the right to 45 degrees and that of the left side to 270 degrees to obtain volume. Both 
flashes shoot to the same power but that of the left side is beyond of the shrimp to be able to obtain something of shade and relief in the structures.

This photo is realised in manual mode but also try to do it using the TTL (S-TTL INON) and I obtained the same results.

Issue 7  -  2012 
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Pietro Cremone (Italy)

Title :    Sepia Egg

Critters name :   Cuttlefish Egg (Sepia officinalis)

Location taken :   Numana, Italy

Personal Website :   www.cremone.it

Camera and Lens :    Canon 600D and 
                                  Canon 60mm Macro 

Housing and Strobes :   Nauticam and INON Z240

Additional equipment add on:  Focus Light INON LE-550W

Camera Setting :    F16, 1/200 sec, ISO 100 

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo :  

It was not so easy to get this shot, the visibility in this spot is always poor and water is often murky. 

I wanted a shot that put on evidence the small sepia in the egg, and for this I tried many strobes positioning. 

I achieved that putting the strobes very angulated so that the light won't reflect on the egg's surface.

Issue 7  -  2012 
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Salvatore Lanniello (Italy)

Title :    What a lovely shelter

Critters name :   Flabbellina Ischitana and 
                          Spirografo Spallanzani

Location taken :   Bacoli, Naples, Italy

Camera and Lens :    Nikon D700 and 
                                  Nikon 105mm Macro 

Housing and Strobes :   Isolde and 2 x Ikelite 200

Camera Setting :    F32, 1/250 sec, ISO 200 

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo :

The photo was taken near a Roman Tower inabbissatasi due to the phenomenon of bradyseism Campi Flegrei, something along 
the Bacoli near Naples.

Those are two very common animals in the Mediterranean Sea: The Flabbellina Ischitana with its rhinophores (sensory organs) 
attempts to open the Spirografo Spallabzani,

Sabella, or photographed at an angle that has particularly highlighted in these beautiful colours.

Issue 7  -  2012 
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JULY - Top 10 Compact Camera and 
Compact System Cameras (CSC) Photos

(in no particular order)
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Alvin Toh

Andy Chan

Filippo Loni Subegoist Dimitri Laganis 

Alexander Barth

Johnny Chiu Cesar Cardenas

Huang Mickle
Paul RudderJimmy Low

Issue 7  -  2012 
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Andy Chan (Indonesia)

Title :    Ready to Fly

Critters name :   Squid

Location taken :   Cendrawasih bay, Indonesia

Personal Website :   flickr.com/photos/andyalbatross

Camera and Housing :    Olympus XZ-1 and 
                                        Olympus PT-050

Strobes :   Sea&Sea YS 01

Camera Setting :    F8, 1/500 sec, ISO 100

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo :

l took this shot in a night dive when l visit Cendrawasih bay for the whale shark, this was my 

first squid shot and happy with the result, fast shutter speed for black background.

I need to act fast taking this shot since the squid moving all the time, luckily l realize to remove my wet macro lens so this squid can 
fit in my frame.

Issue 7  -  2012 
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Filippo Loni Subegoist (Italy)

Title :    On The Mirror

Critters name :   Nudibranch (Janolus cristatus)

Location taken :   Rimini, Italy

Personal Website :   www.subegoist.it

Camera and Housing :    Canon G12 and Isotta

Strobes and Diopter :   INON S2000 and Subsee +10   

Camera Setting :    F8, 1/200 sec, ISO 80 

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo :

To take this picture I used a mirror, waited until the Janolus decided to get over it. I 
tried different angles, in some cases was also reflected on the surrounding 
seabed, but the image that struck me most was this one where the mirror reflected 
only the animal since the mirror reflected the dark sea, being a night dive.

The main difficulties were that of having to deal with the reflections of the flash, I 
opted for a direction of 180 ° on the subject. I ruled out pilot lights.

It was the first attempt with this technique, and I decided to continue the 
experiments.

Issue 7  -  2012 
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Dimitri Laganis (Germany)

Title :    Yawning Froggy

Critters name :   Painted Frogfish (Antennarius pictus)

Location taken :   Lembeh Strait, Indonesia

Personal Website :   facebook.com/dimitri.diver

Camera and Housing :    Canon G11 and Ikelite

Strobes and Diopter :   2 x Ikelite DS 51 and Subsee +10   

Camera Setting :    F8, 1/250 sec, ISO 80 

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo :

I have taken this shot at Lembeh Strait and made several 
shots (at least 40 shots) to become the right flash position 
and have been waiting almost a dive until finally the 
Frogfish open his mouth and well worth the wait.

Issue 7  -  2012 
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Alexander Barth (Germany)

Title :    Nudibranch 

Critters name :   Nudibranch (Chromodoris willani)

Location taken :   Donggala, Sulawesi, Indonesia

Personal Website :   www.unsere-reiseinfos.de

Camera and Housing :    Canon G10 and Ikelite

Strobes and Diopter :   INON D2000 and Subsee +10   

Camera Setting :    F8, 1/500 sec, ISO 80

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo :

Macro shooting requires a lot of patience. You should slowly approach the object and find the right position. In this case, 
a low camera position. If it allows the object to best make multiple images at different positions and camera angles.

Not to mention, a buddy, you can rely on, and wait patiently and looking for the next items!

Issue 7  -  2012 
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Johnny Chiu (Taiwan)

Title :    Smile

Critters name :   Emperor Shrimp

Location taken :   Northeast Coast, Taiwan

Personal Website :   facebook.com/JOHNNY326

Camera and Lens :    Panasonic GF1 and 
                                   Leica DG 45mm Marco

Housing and Strobes :   10BAR and INON Z240

Diopter :   UN UNCU-02 67mm Lens

Camera Setting :    F13, 1/160 sec, ISO 100 

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo :

In the beginning, I made my safety stop next to a rock covered with sea grasses. I found this nudibranch moving slowly upward, so I took a 
few shots with this beautiful little thing. When it moved to the top of the rock, I tried to stay low and took a picture to get more negative 
space. Suddenly, the emperor shrimp just appeared from the other side of this nudibranch and faced me with eye contact.

It just looks like smiling to me, so I took the chance to have this shot.

Issue 7  -  2012 
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Cesar Cardenas (Chile)

Title :    Just Having A Break!

Critters name :   Isopod (Cassidinopsis emarginata)

Location taken :   Bahia Orange, Chile 

Personal Website :   
www.uwp.no/Fotografer/foto_cca.asp

Camera and Housing:    
Nikon Coolpix 995 and Sealux CX 995

Strobes :   Subtronic Alpha Mega Color

Camera Setting :    F4, 1/125 sec, ISO 100

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo :

I think one of the main keys of shooting this sort of photo is patience! And you have to be even more patient when you are in 
late winter diving in 6 degrees celsius. You have to move slow, forget about the cold temperatures and enjoy the dive. In this 
case I was hanging around the Macrocystis kelp bed and I spotted this isopod. I started moving very slow and I managed to 
place the arm and strobe in top lighting position, then I moved a bit closer and had the chance to take 2 shots and here is the 
result!

Issue 7  -  2012 
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Huang Mickle (Taiwan)

Title :    Beautiful Relationship

Critters name :   Nudibranch (Ceratosoma trilobatum) 
                          and Imperial shrimp

Location taken :   Northeast Coast Taiwan

Camera and Lens :    SONY NEX7 and 
                                   E30mm Macro

Housing and Strobes :  Nauticam NEX7 and 
                                     2 x INON Z240

Camera Setting :    F3.5, 1/160 sec, ISO 100 

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo :

If you ask me why I am so fascinated in underwater macro photography, I think I would reply you "3D", which are Dynamic, Diversity, 
and DOF. And if you were filming me taking this picture, you saw three moving critters, moving nudibranch, moving shrimp and 
moving me :) I found through the lens beautiful background colour that I should reveal it in the picture, so I decided to use largest 
aperture of the camera F3.5 to play with DOF and the fastest synchronised speed 1/160sec to freeze moving critters, and within few 
minutes I got many pictures with beautiful composition and colourful background, and that made me very happy.

Issue 7  -  2012 
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Jimmy Low (Malaysia)

Title :    Moo-ing about Lembeh

Critters name :   Longhorn Cowfish (Lactoria cornuta) 

Location taken :   Lembeh Straits, Indonesia

Camera and Housing :    Canon G9 and Canon WP-DC21

Strobes and Diopter :   INON Z240 and INON UCL165

Camera Setting :    F8, 1/500 sec, ISO 100 

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo :

Was hoping to get a really dark background with this shot, hence the 
high Tv, but somehow it didn't turn out as expected. One of the tricks I 
learned to get this shot (short of using a costly full fledged dSLR and a 
105mm lens) is to use a diopter but NOT set the camera to Macro 
mode! This technique is extremely useful when the subject is difficult to 
approach, which itself is another matter altogether.

Issue 7  -  2012 
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Paul Rudder (Australia)

Title :    Under My Umbrella

Critters name :   Shrimp Under Anemone

Location taken :   Tulamben-Bali, Indonesia

Personal Website :   paulsdivegallery.webs.com

Camera and Housing :   Canon G10 and Canon WP-DC28

Strobes and Diopter :   2 x Sea&Sea YS-27 and 2 x INON UCL165

Camera Setting :    F4.5, 1/60 sec, ISO 80 

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo :

As always, I spend my safety stop looking for last minute things to 
photograph. As I usually have minimal air left, I look for unusual colours or 
movements going against the natural flow of water which speeds up the 
search. On this day, I luckily found this tiny Anemone. I didn't realise there 
was a colony of Shrimp on it until I had taken about 5 shots. Once I saw 
them I practiced my settings on the anemone so they were right for when 
the Shrimp moved into position. 

It always helps to spend time watching the Shrimp to see how it reacts and 
try to anticipate what it will do next.

Because I was at 5 or 6 metres and there was a fair amount of surge it was 
super hard to get the Shrimp AND the Anemone in focus. Using two elbows 
on the sand (To minimise impact to the environment instead of laying on 
stuff) assisted in getting this shot - and a lot of luck.

Issue 7  -  2012 
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Alvin Toh (Singapore)

Title :    The seductive stare

Critters name :   Mimic Octopus

Location taken :   Lembeh Straits, Indonesia

Personal Website :   flickr.com/photos/alvin_toh

Camera and Lens :    Sony NEX5 and 
                                   Sony 18-55mm

Housing and Strobes :   Acquapazza NPSO-NEX5
                                      and 2 x INON Z240

Diopter :   INON UCL165

Camera Setting :    F32, 1/160 sec, ISO 200 

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo :

This shot was taken during my Lembeh trip in Dec 2011 at dive site Rojos & It was my first time trying this setup. Mimic octopus 
normally hide inside their burrows only sticking their eyes out to survey its surroundings. I'm quite fortunate to get a few shots of 
this beauty in mid-water during one of my dives, it came close and fell neatly into the frame looking straight at the camera. I like the 
idea of having a black background to give a better contrast to the subject but with a maximum strobe sync speed of 1/160 for the 
Sony NEX5 i have to use a smaller  aperture to bring out the black. Having good buoyancy control, lots of patience and knowing 
your equipment definitely help in making your shots easier & better underwater. 
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Spotlight UW Macro Photographer

Equipment for Macro photograph :-

Camera :  Canon G9

Housing :   Canon DC21

Strobe :   Sea&Sea YS 27

Dioptre :  INON UCL-165 (+6)

Favourite macro diving trip (Holiday):
Italy
Favourite macro subject: 
Nudibranch
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Amedeo Altomare
(Italy)

Born in Naples (Italy) in 1953, my family moved soon to Rome. Since I was a teen I 
practiced spearfishing, and soon I had my Scuba Diving licence, in late 70's. In 1982 I 
became an Anis instructor and started to shoot underwater with an Ikelite 110, then with 
Nikonos and started to run in photographic contests with good placements. Then I left 
the instructor's work and started to travel and shoot for my own pleasure, together with 
my soulmate Concetta and my daughter Claudia. In 1985 and 1987 I was in 
Sinai, accompanying small groups for holidays on the Red Sea in a jeep, sleeping in a 
tent in the desert or in front of the monastery of St. Catherine or the deserted beaches of 
Naama or Dahab. Then I went on scuba diving trips in the most beautiful places and 
wrecks of Mediterranean sea. In 1999 I went back working with scuba, helping some 
local dive shop as a scuba guide and point of reference for many underwater 
photographers. The Digital era brings back the underwater photography passion in me, 
and now a Canon G9 is my my faithful buddy, next step will be a DSLR but for now, I'm 
good!

The more I grow old, the more I feel the need to go 
diving and take pictures, and I'm fighting hard to avoid 
thinking about the moment when I'll have inevitably to 
leave what has been and still is my consuming 
passion ... the Sea!



Amedeo’s Portfolio
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Blennius    
F8, 1/500sec, ISO 100 with INON +6

Nudibranch - Dondice banyulensis
F8, 1/160sec, ISO 100

Moray
F8, 1/200sec, ISO 100

Spirografo and Flabellina affinis
F8, 1/320sec, ISO 100 with INON +6

Jellys School
F8, 1/160sec, ISO 100

Flabellina affinis
F8, 1/400sec, ISO 100 with INON +6

Tubeworm
F8, 1/125sec, ISO 100



FOCUS ON COMPACT 
CAMERAS Part... 4

by	  Henry	  	  Jager
www.conartix-photo.ch
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Composition
Sometimes, life is just wonderful!  While writing some 
new recommendations for you, I'm enjoying the 
wonderful service of Singapore Airlines, a nice 
Mövenpick ice cream and full power supply even in 
the economy class, making me fearless of any battery 
issues. Yes, I'm flying to dive in Bali. 

In the first 3 chapters we have learned to increase the 
technical  quality  of  our  pictures  by  taking  the  lead

In many photo-critiques I wrote, I give the advice to take the time under water to 
compose the picture. Composing is in a way technical, too.  But creativity plays the 
major role in getting the eye catching shot. Here we start with art in its narrower sense, 
but the "manufacturing skills" won't end here.

What are the main elements of composition?

S Foreground / background

S Positioning of the subject

S Size of the subject

S Shooting angle

S Content elements (subject, light (flow, rays, shadows, ambient light, flashes, 
backlight), sunball, snells window, lines)

S Colour 

S Depth of field

S Simplicity versus high information level

Combine those elements to your personal photography.

left: "Gobi far and centred" and right: "Hohlkreuzgarnele"

Gobis are shy, nevertheless this  one is too far away, means too small, centred and horizontally  placed. Better do 
it as with the shrimp. Frontally, slightly upwards shot and placed in a diagonal. Approached so near, that it's big 
enough to recognise the important details.

Nudibranch – Rhinophore:

The rinophores are the "eyes" of the nudibranches. They have to be in 
focus. To silhouette the subject from the background, work with the 
depth of  field: sharp subject in front of  soft background. Please notice 
also the use of  the "rule of thirds" as described on page 28. Drawing 
the lines, the inner rectangle is without any important information.

o v e r t h e 
set t ings on 
your compact 
cams. Today 
we go a big 
step further 
a n d l e a r n 
how to design 
a photograph.

© Henry Jager

© Henry Jager © Henry Jager
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Approaching the subject

Diving is beautiful!  Flying over the reef or drifting along the wall. Watching the reef, the fishes, the nudibranch. To make eye catching 
shots, we have to leave our used diving position and change perspectives. We have to approach the subject real close and from a 
different angle: Eye to Eye for example. Slightly upwards, frontal shots are spectacular. Take a picture and then go, slowly, even closer. 
Watch the animal’s behaviour to predict its movements. 

Placing the subject

Don’t centre the subject. Unless you have a clear 
symmetrical, graphical shot. Then it may work. 
Of course a subject can be cut. But think on how 
and where. Accidental fin cuts aren’t nice. 
Remember to leave a handful of water to breathe 
on front of the mouth.

Horizontal lines and placements are considered 
to be boring. You get more dynamic by working in 
diagonals.

The subject is most nicely place within the “Rule 
Of Thirds”. See example for how to do it. And it's 
most nicely placed in its natural habitat. But then 
and when, this can become difficult as many 
structures end in a chaotic composition. If the 
animal is camouflaged well this results in a riddle 
pic. Play with Depth of field to make the 
background soft and quiet.

Breaking the rules, can due to its surprising and 
"out of the box" effects lead to great shots too, 
just to mention...

Rule of Thirds - Bubble coral Shrimp:

To determine the right position according to the rule of  thirds, divide the picture into three parts in 
width and in height. The four crossings are the place of rule of thirds. The head of the shrimp is 
placed exactly on the upper left crossing, the eyes around.

© Henry Jager
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by Mark Fuller
BLENNIES PHOTO TIPS … 

!

www.wix.com/motekfuller/mark-fuller-photography

105mm and Subsee +10 - F36 1/125 ISO 100

105mm, Subsee +10 and snoot – F22 1/320 ISO 100
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I would have to say Blennies are probably my most favourite macro subject to 
shoot. They have such emotional faces and wonderful colours which draws me 
to shoot them time and time again.

Blennies are small fish, with elongated bodies almost eel like with relatively 
large eyes and mouths. The blunt heads of Blennies often possess elaborate 
whisker-like structures called cirri. Blennies are mainly found close or on the 
bottom, hiding in coral holes or pipes and the odd bottle littered on the seabed.

Shooting these guys will need some patience, although Blennies are territorial 
they will swim off if spooked.

Once I have spotted one I tend to 
watch for a while then move in 
slowly and get into position. I never 
attempt to shoot a Blenny that is not 
in his hole or home, If you attempt to 
shoot them in the open they will 
most likely swim off.

I prefer using the 105mm lens range 
for Blennies as you have the 
advantage of not spooking him 
compared to the closer 60mm 
range, as well as using the +10 
subsee will allow you to fill the 
Blennies in the frame if you can get 
close enough.

If you manage to spot a Blenny in 
his hole, composing is fairly simple. 
I like the portrait view - shooting 
from the side as flat as possible, the 
45 deg side shot, or the full face 
shot.

There are two types of settings that work well for these 
shots. Either getting a black background with lots of DOF, 
or because of unattractive backgrounds going the bokeh 
way, so a shallow DOF to blur those ugly backgrounds.

105mm and Subsee +10 - F45 1/200 ISO100
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A starting guide:
Black backgrounds: Shutter speeds from  1/125 and up at F25 
and up for maximum focus area, using strobe power.

Bokeh (blurry) backgrounds:  High shutter speeds (because of 
low f stop)  1/200 and up at f 14 - f22, using low strobe power.

You can also be creative way by using a snoot to light the 
blenny or by backlighting the subject.

Once your shot is composed use spot focus and manually 
select the focus points, and focus on the eye. Slow movements 
and breathing will improve your chances of him not swimming 
off, and if you are lucky patient and fast enough be ready to 
capture him yawning.

Blennies are territorial so in most cases if you were not 
successful at first, remember the spot and you can always go 
back and try again.

105mm and Subsee +10
F45 1/200 ISO100

105mm and Subsee +10
F40 1/200 ISO100

105mm, Subsee +10 and Snoot
F45 1/200 ISO 100

105mm and Subsee +10
F16 1/320 ISO100

105mm and Subsee +10
F18 1/320 ISO100

105mm and Subsee +10
F16 1/320 ISO100

105mm and Subsee +10
F16 1/320 ISO100
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Two years ago I was looking for a new trip to try my first equipment for 
underwater Macro photography with an SLR. 
My choice was the Bunaken Marine Park in Indonesia, an island near the coast 
of Manado and between Siladen and Volcano Manado Tua.
I was looking for a location that offers comforts and so many subjects for macro 
photography.

How to get there: 

We arrived in Bunaken flying 
with Singapore Airlines with 
stopover to Singapore direction 
to Manado, at the airport 
wait ing for us Neoreessa 
Managing Director of Bunaken 
Island Resort, only a short car 
r ide through the chaot ic 
Manado to the port, from here 
transfer with a private boat in 
half an hour to Resort on the 
island.

Diving Details:

The German owner Sven is the 
c o o r d i n a t o r o f D i v i n g 
Panorama, located on the 
beach of Bunaken Island 
Resort, all the dive sites are 
just a few minutes with a 
speedboat.
Diving is simple and comfor-
table, the average depth is 
between 20 up to 25 meters, 
you can see the magnificent 
walls  of  Tiwoho,  Pangarisang, 

Likuan and Siladen there is a lot of biodiversity and macro 
life, Tanjung Pisok is one of the most colourful walls that I 
have ever seen, of Likuan and Cela remember a very 
beautiful night dive with so many critters, typical Muck Dive 
in Manado wori, and in Turtle City and Sachko's I saw 
turtles, black tip sharks, Barracuda, Napoleon Fish.

Porcellain Crab - 1/80 F14 ISO 100 
Pigmy SeaHorse - 1/80 F11 ISO 100

Leaf Fish - 1/80 F11 ISO 100

A quiet oasis of biodiversity in 
Bunaken Island, Indonesia

by Gianni Cicalese
www:giannicicalese.it
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Resort Rating: 4 (Good)
Dive Operator Rating: 4 (Good)
Dive Guide Rating:  5 (Excellent)
Macro Diving Activity Rating: 5 (Excellent)
Marine Life Rating:  4 (Good)
Visibility:  13-17 Metres

Overall Rating:  4 (Good)

Resort Name:  Bunaken Island Resort

Dive Operator Name:  Panorama Dive Center
Contact Details:  Sven ( jesuka@gmx.de )

   www.bunaken.nl

Macro Marine Life Highlights: 
Lots of nudibranchs, I have photographed approximately 45 species 
at only 12 dives, also various Flatwarm, Leaf scorpionfish, Coleman 
shrimps, anemone shrimps, Pontonides Unciger, Pygmy seahorse, 
Reef Squids, Loporri Cypraea Map, Decorator Crab, Red Crab, 
Porcellain Crab, White mouth Moray, Spot Faced Moray Eel, 
Banded pipefish, Spotfin Lionfish, Crocodile Fish, and others.

What you liked about this trip: 

The absolute quiet and relaxing atmosphere of the island, the resort 
is very comfortable, food is good and the rooms are clean and new 
construction, all rooms have a beautiful view at sunset,  best value 
for money is very competitive.

Boxer Shrimp
1/80 F8 ISO 100

Bubble Coral Shrimp
1/80 F14 ISO 100

Chromodoris annae
1/80 F14 ISO 100

White Spotted Hermit Crab - 1/80 F8 ISO 100

Yellow Nose Frogfish - 1/80 F18 ISO 100Trapezia Rofupunctata - 1/80 F11 ISO 100

Chromodoris willani - 1/80 F11 ISO 100

Chromodoris cf. lochi - 1/80 F8 ISO 100
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by	  Alistair	  Merrifield

UWMP Diver Team

Macro Diving Trip at Anilao in 

The Philippines

Anilao is fast gaining a reputation as one of the prime macro dive 
sites in The Philippine archipelago (if not world-wide). The 
biodiversity in the area and the great opportunities for underwater 
macro photography meant that Ken Thongpila and I just had to 
check the Anilao out!  We were lucky enough to team up with 
fellow UWMP members Evie Go, David Salmanowitz, Jerome 
Kim, Peri Paleracio and Alexis Principe. Peri and Alexis were our 
dive guides for the trip; these guys have eyes like hawks and take 
a mean photograph – highly recommended!

We stayed at the Club Ocellaris resort. Life was too easy – roll 
out of bed in the morning, walk down the steps for breakfast and 
then walk directly onto the dive boats!  The staff and food were 
superb. Ken certainly agreed, he went into a feeding frenzy 
whenever it was BBQ time. The coffee was even acceptable 
enough to maintain the author’s caffeine levels.....

If you like nudibranchs, you are definitely in for a treat!  Highlights were 
finding the Xenia mimic nudibranch (Phyllodesmium rudmani, so well 
disguised) and a new species of Thecacera. Try Bethlehem area for nudi’s 
(also good for boxer crabs) and the sites of Mural and Sunview for Xenia 
mimics. The Anilao area is untapped, meaning the chances are high that you 
could even find a new species.  

Mantis, harlequin and coleman shrimp are easy to find (Mato 
Point and Basura are good sites for these). Seahorses, ghost 
pipefish and plenty of frogfish should keep you happy (Secret 
Bay, Mato Point). 

But what about the 
d i v i n g ? I n o n e 
word, awesome! 
W i th i nc red ib le 
macro opportuni-
t ies available, I 
u s e d b o t h m y 
60mm and 100mm 
lenses combined 
with a wet dioptre. 
There are a variety 
of types of dive 
sites, ranging from 
coral reefs to muck 
diving.

There are also great 
night diving opportu-  
nities, you really don’t 
want to miss out.

But don’t take our word 
for it check out the 
member’s photos and 
decide for yourselves!

How to get there: 
Fly into Manila. Anilao is 
approximately a 2.5 hour 
drive from Manila. Dive 
resorts in Anilao will 
organize transport from 
the airport for you.

Diving Details: 
Details are for March-April. 4 dives per day (2 morning, 1 afternoon, 1 night). 
Dive sites are in the 20m depth range, use nitrox if possible. Water 
temperature in April was 24-26°C, visibility was 10-15m (I am told water 
temps and visibility are normally better). There should be good wide-angle, 
but we didn’t have the conditions for it. There was a cold wind, bring a jacket 
for the boat.
Macro Marine Life Highlights:

Rhinopeas scorpionfish, whale shark, psychedelic frogfish, sargassum 
frogfish….are here somewhere. Coleman shrimp, plenty of froggies, ghost 
pipefish, boxer crabs and undiscovered nudibranchs!

We have also included the favourite photos from the members 
who came on this trip, on the following pages....

http://www.flickr.com/photos/alistairkiwi/

Diving Boats
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Extra details:

Currency is the peso, US dollars are useful. There is 
one local ATM, best to bring cash and assume no 
eftpos or credit card facilities. 10-15% tip is nice for the 
staff and guides. We stayed in rooms with no aircon, 
you need aircon for warmer months.
The water is very hard. It will jam up your housing if 
you soak your gear for too long. Perhaps bring some 
bottled water for cleaning the camera housing? Plenty 
of power points available and wireless internet.

Resort Rating: 4 (Good)
Dive Operator Rating: 4 (Good)
Dive Guide Rating:  5 (Excellent)
Macro Diving Activity Rating: 5 (Excellent)
Marine Life Rating:  5 (Excellent)
Visibility:  5-12 Metres

Overall Rating:  5 (Excellent)

Resort Dive Operator Name:  
Club Ocellaris

Contact Details:  
Jose Solon Venus 
jsvenus@gmail.com
http://clubocellaris.com

Alistair Merrifield
(Australia)

flickr.com/photos/alistairkiwi

Critters name: Nudibranch (Thecacera sp.)

Camera and Lens :  Canon 400D and Canon 60mm macro

Housing and Strobe :  Ikelite and 2 x Ikelite DS-160

Camera Setting :  F2.8 1/200sec ISO 100

Additional information or tips about how to get this shot:

New species of Thecacera found by Peri. I originally wanted a black 
background, but the water quality was poor and I couldn’t prevent 
backscatter. I used a shallow DOF to prevent backscatter and as a bonus, 
I thought the colours of the nudibranch matched a blue background better 
than black.
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Jerome Kim
(Korea)

Camera and Lens :  Canon 5d markII and Canon 100mm L (IS) macro

Housing and Strobe :  Sea&Sea and INON Z240

Camera Setting :  F11 1/200sec ISO 100

Additional information or tips about how to get this shot:

Long-nosed hawkfishes are very sensitive so it's quite hard to 
shoot. 

So you need to spend a long time to get used to it first.

It's quite a rare species but once it dwells on a certain place, you 
can find it there always.

I found this couple 3 years ago but they are still there until now :)

www.jeromekim.com

Critters name: Long-nosed Hawkfish (Oxycirrhites typus)

Ken Thongpila
(Australia)

Critters name: Coleman shrimp (Periclimenes colemani)

www.aboutken.com
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Camera and Lens :  Canon 500D and Canon 100mm L (IS) macro

Housing and Strobe :  Sea&Sea and 2 x INON Z240

Camera Setting :  F16 1/100sec ISO 200

Additional information or tips about how to get this shot:

Coleman shrimp was one of my bucket list and when I saw them for the 
first time, my heart was pumping like running a marathon. My air went 
down very quickly as I was so excited, not just to take the photo but 
looking at them and observing what they were doing. That was an 
amazing feeling from my memory.

My tip for shooting this guy is, first observe how they move with the Fire 
Sea urchin and check possible angles. Then think about the result you 
would like to get. I like it sharp from the front to at least half way back so 
both shrimps are sharp together. I always focus on the Shrimp’s eyes. 
From my experience if you get the eyes sharp the rest will follow.  

© Ken Thongpila



Critters name: Lacy Scorpionfish (Rhinopias aphanes) Critters name: Hairy Squat Lobster (Lauriea siagiani)

Evie Go (Philippines)

Camera :  Panasonic PNS Lumix ZS3 / TZ7
Housing and Strobe :  10Bar Aluminum Housing and INON S2000
Camera Setting :  F4 1/250sec ISO 100
Additional information or tips about how to get this shot:
People say Rhinopias  are the holy grail & every underwater photographer's 
dream subject. These are rare but very distinct & extremely well-camouflaged. 
I’m very fortunate to have seen 6 & in different colours! Amazing Anilao! 
I wasn't able to get a good whole body shot of this beauty as it’s very frisky. A 
more than mild current rendered waters a bit murky also, with lots of particles 
swimming about in this  sandy site. I anticipated its movement & positioned 
myself to get this close-up head shot to show the fine details & markings. 
Filling the frame to block out the busy background.
I have not much tips to say about my pics, just try my best in a given situation 
to get best angle possible for a good shot. 
Whatever is pleasing to my eyes on my camera screen, I click the shutter. Be 
in the moment & don’t get caught up so much with the technical issues & your 
settings that you don’t take in the moments you are witnessing.

David Salmanowitz
(USA)

Camera and Lens :  Nikon D700 and Nikkor 105mm VR lens

Housing and Strobe :  Nauticam NA-D700 and INON Z240

Camera Setting :  F22 1/100sec ISO 200

Additional information or tips about how to get this shot:

Saw this squat lobster on a barrel sponge and it was moving 
around a bit too quickly for a photo, took a few shots hoping it 
would stay still for a second and it finally did, and that is when I 
took this pic. I like that its carapace and part of its pincers as 
well match the pink sponge it is resting on.
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Critters name: Sea Pen Shrimp (Dasycaris symbiotes) Critters name: Xeno Crab (Xenocarcinus tuberculatus)

Peri Paleracio (Philippines) facebook.com/peri.paleracio

Camera :  Canon PowerShot G10

Housing and Strobe :  FIX Fisheye and 2 x INON Z240

Dioptre :  RecSea 3-Element Flip Diopter

Camera Setting :  F8 1/500sec ISO 80

Additional information or tips about how to get this shot:

This particular crab lives on a whip coral that was found around 100 feet 
(33 meters). Because of the depth and cloudy sky which made the 
surroundings darker, a blue background was not possible. The black 
background was achieved with top and side lighting, with the strobes 
pointing inwards to further minimise backscatter. With the subject and whip 
coral in midwater, no background was behind it to be lit up. This crab 
usually decorates its body with polyps from the whip coral. The coral 
polyps were retracted since there was no current during the dive. Best time 
to shoot when polyps are out is when there is current  or at night.

Alexis Principe (Philippines)
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© Peri Paleracio

Camera and Lens :  Nikon D2H and Sigma 28-80mm Macro

Housing and Strobe :  Nexus D2 and INON Z220

Dioptre and Camera Setting :  Woody Diopter and F14 1/125sec ISO 200

Additional information or tips about how to get this shot:

Getting the shot.  When shooting wildlife, I have adopted some techniques of great underwater 
photographers that I've dived with.  One of them, is know your subject behaviour so you can take 
photos of them in the best possible angle with little intervention and minimum impact as possible. 

The shrimp and Sea pen, is best photographed at night, though there are dive sites that the sea pens 
are out even in daytime. Position yourself a little bit up current but not totally blocking the current so the 
sea pen won't change direction or where it is facing....yes...they do that. They also do retract if they feel 
threatened. When working with the shrimp, they react to the focusing light and will hide on the sea pen 
blades.  If you have a red filter or you can change your focusing light to red, this is one of the perfect 
times to use it. 

During daytime, they usually hide between the blades of the sea pen to hide from predators.  Putting 
them on the centre rib might expose them to fish that will  eat them.  If they stay there for a couple of 
seconds, you are lucky.  If they keep on going back to hide, chances are there a lot of fish in the area 
that is just behind you waiting for you to put your eyes on the viewfinder. That is the reason they keep 
on hiding between the blades. Shooting them at night where there are no predators around is better.  
The key is not to make the subject or subjects on a defensive mode so you can take pictures of them 
easy.  If they are at ease, you will have an easier and more enjoyable photo sessions with them.  



Article and graphic charts by Chris Spence
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UWMP Survey Results 
What is Your Main Underwater Camera?

So what is the Main Underwater Camera 
for UWMP Members?

We wanted to find out what type of 
camera members were using as their 
primary tool for taking Underwater Image.

This question was not product specific 
but more to gain insight into the use of 
di fferent camera systems by our 
members.

It seems that crop sensor DSLR 
Cameras were out in front with 46% of 
the vote followed by Compact Cameras 
with 38% of the vote.



Thank your very much for your kind support for this group and 
I hope you like this eNews and are enjoying learning with us.

For the next few issues we are looking for...

  Macro diving trip article or report 
 Tips and Tricks for UW Macro Photography 

 Any topic to help our members take better photos 

If you have any comments or feedback or want to be part of our eNews, 
please feel free to email me at 

ken.thongpila@gmail.com

PLEASE DO NOT USE THE PHOTOS AND DETAILS INAPPROPRIATELY


